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Our Bad Reputation Infront Of The Foreign Countries

The difference is huge between our country and the foreign countries
which is a fact needs no doubt , I think that this recognition is the
first step on the path of reform and progress, and the second step is
to know What are the differences, exactly? And searching for the
answer to this question was the motive behind the codification of
what is going on in my mind, and seeing front of me while I was

abroad, perhaps I can find a useful answer moves us to the next steps
until we get to reveal the reasons why the people of this country are
ready to leave the country over their dead body rather than staying in

it?

There are some of those who traveled to the foreign countries knew
and touch the differences by themselves but with the first set foot on
home soil they still behave the same Egyptian way as if living in this
country based on the principle in its catalog says that you have to be

rude to others not accurate not smiling , lazy at work
And others who did not get outside the borders of this country



believed that our life style in this country is the same like the rest of
the world and running behind the bus to catch it is a normal

occurrence and jumping out of it during movement is a normal
behavior all over the world , and when a child jump from a bus while
he still hasn`t this skill ,and fall on the ground and turned upside
down several times in the middle of the road - the whole world had
considered this a very serious scene but people who were on this bus
they saw it as a stand comedy laughed at the boy calling him: idiot

The maintenance and detection League and safety conditions are
logos for stuffing Instruction Manual only and does not worthless on
the ground, just as what happened with the driver of bus when the
brake was disrupted and told his boss , he ordered him: "to go on ,
god will save him", which confirms that there are those who imagine
that the whole world going on this way while in Europe, and in the
bus which I was riding the bus driver found that the Mirror shaky so
he tried to fix it but it broke down in his hands. So immediately , and
without asking his boss, he took the decision and announced the

incompatibility of the terms of its safety and apologized and asked us
to leave the bus.

for Egyptians The use of the horn is a right guaranteed to all as long
as cars equipped with this machine so normally it is used in all parts
of the world and on this basis we find Egyptian streets like you

opened the kitchen door then you found all the trays, forks, knives
and cups fallen over your head while in the civilized countries ,to

hear a sound of a horn is a rare case

some thinks that the journey from home to the work takes two hours
on the road at any time of the day is normal in the whole world and
they can`t imagine that the rush our in other countries takes only 2

hours while the rest of the day the roads are nearly empty

Hitting the donkeys and h...
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